
Plant the Moon
The Planeteers

How we did it



Before we begin…

The reason why we conducted this experiment is because we wanted 

the so called “impossible” to become possible. By putting plants on the moon and 
Mars, 

we are making history and making lunar and martian plants possible.

With that out of the way

   this is how we did it



(3) Our Research

To research our experiment, we looked at the makeup of the lunar soil, and 
how that affects the nutrients in the crops. When we (originally) chose spinach, it 
was because we found that the PH level of the terrain on the moon would match 
the PH spinach needs to grow. When we switched from kale to spinach, we decided 
that the PH would be similar.



(4) Experimental Design

For this experiment, our team made our plant in this order of soil so the seed can 
be familiar with the Earth soil and start growing.

Lunar
Earth
Lunar
Earth

←seed



(5) Hypothesis

Our group predicted that under all of out control variable, the kale will be able 
to experience growth on the moon. We predicted this because the control variables 
are crucial for the overall condition of the plant. These include the soil and lighting.



(6) Independent variable 

The soil, which consisted of 15% earth soil and 85% lunar soil, was our 
independent variable. This was differed from the control plant, which was all earth 
soil.



(7) Our dependent variable 

We were measuring the growth of the plant. We were expecting the plant to grow 
not as much as the plant in Earth soil because the plants are more used to the 
earth soil then the lunar soil. So we were expecting the plant not grow as much as 
the control plant.



(8) Measurements and Procedure

We measured the controlled plant 2.5cm,  7cm,7.1cm, 7.5cm,8cm, 8.5cm, 8.6cm, and 
8.7cm . The procedure we did was get a pipette fill  them with water water the 
plant then get a ruler and  do the measurements and track them down. We 
measured once per week.



(9) Our Earth plant

When our team planted the Earth plant, we watered it with 7 mc and at 8:00 am. 
And our growth was 8.5 centimeters. 



(10) Results

Our lunar plant unfortunately did not experience any growth. It did grow ≈ 1 cm 
before it died. This is most likely due to the quite inconsistent watering.



(11) How did everything work out?

Over all, it was a very fun experience to watch our plants rise and fall. The 
most of our problems were deciding a team name and watering schedule. I think we 
worked well as a team even if some of us were sidetracked everyone was 
responsible for their share of work.



(12) How would you redesign the project.

The original parameters of the design were…

15/85 earth to moon soil

Normal Earth/School day light

7 mL of water per week

We ould change the Earth soil to moon soil ratio to 50/50 because it would be more 
familiar to the roots and over time if we decide to make a permanent settlement on 
the moon we can start to artificially select crops and plants that grow best in the 
moon soil and theoretically have “Moon Plants.”
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